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Introduction
Bacterial and mammalian expression systems are frequently used for protein production at laboratory and industrial process scales. They offer a rapid and efficient method for high level production of recombinant (rec.) proteins suitable for
affinity purification. tebu-bio provides a tagged-protein production platform in Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Human HEK293 cells that matches academic and company requirements for speed, quality and cost for a variety of downstream R&D
applications (e.g. antibody production, in vitro assays, crystallography...). As a service provider, tebu-bio can handle a part of or the entire protein production project, from generation of the expression vector to the delivery of milligram
quantity of high quality purified rec. protein. Projects are customisable to suit customers’ specifications and protein properties with predefined milestones for complete control over the project’s progress. This service platform is an ideal tool to
speed up protein-based research programs thus facilitating decision making process by scientists. We describe below the workflow of the integrated rec. protein platform available from tebu-bio.
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Conclusions
In the past years, the tebu-bio protein platform has successfully worked with customers from academic groups, biotech and pharmaceutical companies and provided
them with specific benefits such as:

q Process expertise: steps are customisable and allow for complete project outsourcing in a GLP-like, ISO9001-2008 certified quality management environment
q Quality of delivered material: all process steps are performed in Europe by qualified Scientists to ensure short turn-around time and high performance
q No strings attached: process methods are made available to the customer for fast and efficient industrial exploitation with preservation of IP rights
q Complete transparency: project updates are provided weekly by a designated Project Manager and direct contact is maintained throughout project development

For more information, please feel free to contact our Sales Manager
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